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Introduction
Breya Wilson is a real estate agent who lives in San Jose California. Breya’s mission
statement is, “Inspire to buy or sell, one neighborhood at a time.” Additionally, Breya’s purpose
of conducting this market research report is to identify her target audience and discover how to
maximize her profits and how to do it. Breya has been a licensed real estate agent for nine
months and she needs to establish herself as a real estate agent and get a clientele. Breya is
primarily targeting middle class homeowners in metropolitan San Jose, CA who have an annual
income of $90,000- $240,000 per year.

City Analysis
San Jose Is the city that currently has 1.1million residents. San Jose is recovering from a
housing shortage crisis, due to an influx of residents that are coming for tech jobs, which has
sparked a housing boom. As a result, home and dwelling construction is increasing at a rate of
33.5% year-on-year. Additionally, their housing boom is attracting Tech workers, who are
considered the elite working class in Silicon Valley.
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Breya Wilson’s assets and skills include the following:
2
Website that receives 10,000 daily views from niche target audience
MBA credentials
Qualified to give property inspections
Husband is a licensed contractor
Access to sorority alumni marketing team
Has industry associates who are located in San Jose
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87% of their real estate agents fail
Experience in creating advertisements and marketing campaigns that convert

United States Census Bureau
Website Metrics and Traffic
Real estate agent failure statistic

Market Analysis
Political and Legal
The current governor of California, Gavin Newsom, recently enacted a bill that allows
four residential dwellings to be built on a single piece of residential property. 4Due to the new
policy that allows for dwellings on a single residential property, property owners can now build
three homes on their property and then rent them out. This has been an incentive for homeowners
to make a lot of money due to the fact that Silicon Valley is one of the most expensive places to
live.
Regulatory Environment
Excluding FSBO’s, real estate agents in California must have a sales person license, at
minimum.
Economic Environment
The current interest rate in San Jose, California is 2.88%. Due to the interest rates being
so low, there is an increased demand for real estate agents because more people are buying
properties. With that said, the more demand there is for real estate, the more real estate agents
there are and And the more competition there is within the market space. However, being that
San Jose is the heart of Silicon Valley, and Silicon Valley is one of the richest places on the
planet, there is a lot of opportunity for real estate agents within the region. The average tech
salary in Silicon Valley is $145,000 and many tech employees are saving up and preparing for
homeownership.
Social and Culture Environment
Being that San Jose is in Silicon Valley, it is a melting pot of cultures. Generally
speaking, 5the eastside of San Jose has a Chicano and collectivistic culture. On the other hand,
West San Jose, the Cambrian District, and Willow Glen District are more individualistic culture
oriented. What this means is Collectivistic cultures more than often have multigenerational
households, they do not sell their properties, and they pass down their homes from one
generation to the next. A little more than 50% of Silicon Valley residents are Caucasians, which
is not a collectivistic culture, so a real estate agent's best bet is to Position themselves to target
Caucasian neighborhoods, where most of the real estate transactions will take place.
Regarding the competitive culture of real estate agents, many real estate agents enter the
Real Estate Field thinking that it is a solution to get rich quick, with minimum investment and
effort. The luck of professional work ethic and guidance can be an advantage for Breya. If Brea
Works eight hour days, with set objectives to accomplish a major goal such as getting a listing,
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Gavin Newsom regulatory changes, four per units property
Chicano culture environment in San Jose

takes a 30-minute lunch, and one 15 minute break as if she worked for a company then her
efforts will outperform the larger majority of the industry. Working forty hours a week, and
being effective with time to accomplish Breya’s company goals and objectives will outperform
her competitors in this lax competitive environment.
Demographic Environment
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San Jose currently has 1.1million residents with the following demographics:

●
●
●
●
●

39% White
35% Asian
31% Hispanic/Latino
3% Black or African American
31% Mixed/other race

The median household income in San Jose is $109,873. The majority of individuals
living in San Jose California or tech savvy And owner-occupied dwellings are almost entirely
owned by individuals who work in the tech industry or are entrepreneurs/ Independent
contractors. Furthermore, it is expected that by 2025 median household incomes will increase to
141,700.
Technological Environment
Drone footage:
Flyers: 7http://theflyerlab.com Sells 5,000 high-quality postcard flyers for $110. Having
the Flyer Lab print out 5,000 flyers per week well ensure that Breya comes in contact with
prospects who are not on social media and Instead of giving an entire sales pitch of her service,
in person every time she comes in contact with a prospect, utilize the QR code technology by
including a QRcode on the Flyers so that when a homeowner comes home after work, finds a
flyer on their door, they can scan the QR code and be redirected to Breya’s elevator pitch/ sales
presentation. QR codes should be utilized on Breyas marketing materials because she can give
more sales presentations efficiently by passing out more marketing materials and have the QR
Code redirect the audience to a video presentation of her service.

QR codes: Utilize QR-code technology on Flyers so that when prospects receive the
flyer they can go see break has elevator pitch / sales presentation That is pre-recorded and hosted
on her website.
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Santa Clara County Census
The Flyer Lab pricing

Pre-foreclosure databases:
Property tax lien Databases:
Recently sold databases with competitive market analysis:
3D home tours:
Website with a blog:
Radio: 8Insert radio rates here and Persona radio station
Paid SEO:
Unpaid SEO:

Social media platforms: Market research revealed that both Baby boomers and tech
workers between the ages of 33-45, target audiences who are most likely to use Breya’s service,
primarily use Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram as their social media platform of choice.
YouTube:

Natural Environment
Four Seasons. Start passing out flyers late winter campaign heavy through late spring
start selling midsummer. In the winter time canvas and submit proposals to list homeowners
property at a price that they can’t refuse. This natural environment, specifically the winter
season, impacts Breya’s business because during the wet rainy season business will be slow for
real estate agents. The rainy winter season provides opportunities for Breya because competition
will be low, it will be easier to establish herself and connect with homeowners, and homeowners
will see her work ethic as she is the only real estate agent who is canvassing in the winter and
trying to earn clientele and a name for herself. Actions speak louder than words and her working
hard trying to get business in the off season will win prospects' trust and make them want to help
her. Instead of chasing leads and trying to outpace the competition when the market gets hot she
will already have prospects lined up.
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Radio station advertising pricing

Physical Environment
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There are approximately:
● 11,535 active real estate agents in San Jose, California.
● There are approximately 1,000,000 residents in San Jose, 50% of which are
homeowners
● Given this information there are approximately 500,000 potential listings
●

Having said that, there are approximately 1,100 potential listings for every real
estate agent

●

Applying the Pareto Principle, we accounted for two-hundred-and-twenty
potential listings for every non-top producing real estate agent, such as Breya.

San Jose has two prominent micro cultures pertaining to real estate transactions,
collectivistic and individualistic. Generally, the north side and the east side or both collectivistic
cultures which means that families on those side of town or more likely to pass their properties
down from one generation to another and/or pull their money together to buy more property
however, they will use a real estate agent within their collective culture to conduct real estate
transactions to keep the money within their micro culture. Having said that, there are twenty-two
different districts in San Jose, California. The following districts have the most potential for a
real estate agent due to the physical environment.
● Cambrian: The majority of Cambrian residents are long term homeowners and
the property sizes are quarter acre. This district has a relatively High rate of real
estate related activity. Additionally, the majority of Cambrian residents are baby
boomers which means they may be interested in taking advantage of the high
property values, by selling, and taking the profit to retire someplace with a lower
cost of living.
● Willow Glen: Willow Glen Willow Glen is experiencing a high volume of
purchasing and selling of Real Estate. The average property in Willow Glen is a
quarter acre which means that two people canvassing together can pass out 1000
flyers in a single day. Additionally, the physical environment in Willow Glen is
flat which means people canvassing will not be walking uphill or downhill.
Furthermore, properties in Willow Glen are almost always under construction, or
doing upgrades, to increase the real estate value of their homes and take care of
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the properties. Having said that, the Willow Glen District of San Jose has the
most real estate economic activity out of all districts in San Jose and this could be
a very lucrative opportunity for a real estate agent to canvas. There is an influx
of engineers moving in, due to Google buying up nearby commercial properties
and creating tech jobs, and the average Google engineer makes $156,000 per year.
● San Jose/ Saratoga Creek Neighborhood: The English Estates neighborhood is
experiencing a hot real estate market at the moment. Similarly to the Cambrian
District, many of the homes in the English estates were purchased before the
Silicon Valley Tech boom. Due to a high concentration of homeowners, Who
lived here before the tech boom, many residents are interested in taking advantage
of high property values and moving to a place where San Jose used to be before
all the congestion and traffic. Properties are quarter acre lots which means two
people can pass out 1000 Flyers per day.

Nature, size, and Extent of Demand for the Service
Market research revealed that 3%, or 30 out of 1,000 prospects, from Breya’s target market felt a
need for, and expressed strong interest, in Breya’s service. Additionally, 10when asking San Jose
residents, within the target market, about service desirability, strong, very strong, or poor, results
concluded strong sentiment for service demand.

Structure of Industry
To become a real estate agent you need to have a clean criminal background, pass a Live
Scan background check, pass the California real estate salesperson exam, work under a broker,
and act in good faith.

SWOT Analysis
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Desirability poll

Target Market, Segmentation, and Positioning
We are targeting baby boomers and young tech workers between the ages of 33 and 45
years old. We are positioning Breya as “pain free real estate solutions for homebuyers and
sellers.”

Sellers:

Buyers:

Sales Forecast
Breya’s first year sales forecast is $90,000. We justify this number because the lowest
price for a home in San Jose is approximately 1,000,000. 3% of 1,000,000 is $30,000. Our
marketing goal is to sell six properties, and assuming there is a 3% commission split, Breya will
earn $90,000 in gross revenue.

Market Entry Strategy and Rationale
Direct to customer, B2C. We have developed strategic partnerships with local SEO
marketers that specialize in the real estate industry, in San Jose. Additionally, we have
developed relationships with real estate influencers to help us enter the market and establish
relationships as well. We also recommend bringing to build a strategic partnerships with the
following professionals:
● Loan originators
● Property inspectors
● Appraisers
● Painters

● Top producing real estate agents to hold open houses for - many real estate agents
have more than one open house opportunity, they cannot be at two places at once,
and Breya can capitalize by networking with top producers
● Contact different brokerages and ask the broker personally if they can recommend
Real estate agents under them you have open houses that she can host for them.
We recommend making an appointment to talk to the broker in person,
● Etc.

Marketing Mix Strategies and Tactics
Breya’s service offerings include the following:
● Property listing
● Property selling
● Property inspections - Breya’s is qualified to give home inspections, we recommend her
bundling a free home inspection with her listing and selling service offering.
● Property appraisals - It is recommended that Brea gives free property appraisals as part
of her marketing funnel strategy as well.
In addition to her real estate listing, Property selling, home inspection, and appraisal
services, Breya also has two free ebooks that she has as well. We recommend Brea to have a
page on her website where she offers her e-Books for free download, in exchange for Prospect
email address where the books will be sent to, to generate leads, organic growth, and create a
marketing funnel.
● Homeowner Essentials - 12 tips to increase the value of your home
● Power of Buying - Leveraging your money with Real Estate

Branding Strategy:
We took a poll of forty-five people asking what branding colors, slogan, website design,
and related elements that create the customer experience and we created a branding strategy
based upon the output data. 11The branding colors are blue and white, 12the slogan is “Superior
Realty Solutions” and both the advantages and benefits of our service that we are going to market
are based on target market feedback.
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Branding colors poll
Slogan poll

Place/Distribution Strategy:
Property: Clients will be granted property rights upon close of escrow.
e-Books: e-Books will be Delivered via landing pages upon contact submission, Automatically
emailed to recipient.
Listings: Most likely to meet at listing property. Contingency plan is to meet at a Starbucks.
Buyers purchase agreement: Most likely to meet at listing property. Contingency plan is to
meet at a Starbucks.
Price Strategy: We recommend Breya to use two pricing strategies, premium and fremium. The
Fremium strategy is to get herself known by providing value and receiving value in return in the
form of profits. Providing free value is recommended in the following formats:
●
●
●
●
●
●

A consistent content strategy on YouTube
Free home/property inspections
Blog posts
Open houses
Consultations
e-Books, for free download on the website to build Marketing funnel

Recommended Marketing Strategy

Relationship marketing/ Video text messaging
Send a video text message to 10 different prospects and/ or people within her contacts.
Additionally, make 10 new contacts everyday. If Brianna is not networking in creating two new
contacts per day than she is not networking enough. With that said, send a video text message
to at least 10 different people within her contacts per day to stay in touch and nurture
relationships.

Canvassing
It is recommended for Breya’s hires a helper to help her distribute 1,000 flyers per day,
five days a week, from January first to the end of summer, putting the flyers half way under a
doormat, in the following regions:

●
●
●

Cambrian
Willow Glen
San Jose/Saratoga Creek

These aforementioned areas are receiving high real estate activity and there is high potential for
revenue growth by concentrating in these regions.

Hand deliver 25 CMAs per week do the following types of properties below. The following
properties below are at risk of losing their homes so they have a huge incentive to sell their
properties. We recommend Breya to hand deliver, knock on the door, and introduce yourself
to the homeowner. additionally, you recommend Breya to include a QR code on the CMAs that
is link to a video presentation of everything she has to offer, her service features, the
advantages that the homeowners will have from working with her and selling their property with
her, and the long-term benefits that the homeowner will have after using Breya to sell their
property. Furthermore, all of these property types below can be found in County records and
databases that can be found on a quick Google search.
●

Pre-foreclosures

●

Lien's

●

Late on taxes

●

Ownership time

●

Recently sold properties

●

Equity in home

Social Media Marketing Strategy and Channels
Facebook Marketing Strategy:
● We recommend Breya to create a Facebook account, as it targets the audience's social
media platform of choice. Once the Facebook account is made we recommend the
following:
Join local Facebook groups such as:

● College and high school alumni
● Community
● Community events
● Local Better Business Bureau chapter
● Local national Association of realtors chapter
● Local real estate groups, if any
● Etc.
Once in those groups start adding valuable content that is relevant to those groups and
slowly start integrating and sharing her real estate profession and marketing herself. Whenever
somebody likes one of her posts, add that person as a friend and build up a friends list of up to
5000 people. Once Breya has 5,000 Facebook friends, create a Facebook business page concert
transferring the Facebook users onto her Facebook business page, unfriend people, and start
adding more Facebook friends to her personal Facebook account. Facebook only allows 5000
friends so using this method will allow her to get thousands and thousands of users on her
business page and create a thriving community.

Facebook Paid Marketing
We recommend Breya to Target 30 to 45 year-olds With the following parameters:
● Bachelor or master's degree
● Income of 90,000 to $150,000
● People aged from 60 to 70 years old - Baby boomers
● 30 to 45 year-olds with Bachelor or master's degree

LinkedIn:
We recommend Breya two establish a LinkedIn page complete with blog posts about
buying and selling real estate using young tech workers as the target audience. The majority of
LinkedIn users, in San Jose, are 35-year-old males who work in the tech industry. Furthermore,
it is recommended that Breya uploads a slideshow of all of the services that she offers and client
reviews. With that said, we recommend Breya to connect with 35 year-old males who work in
tech and constantly be creating LinkedIn blog content that can help her target audience purchase,

or sell, real estate in San Jose. Having said all of that, We believe that Breya would benefit
greatly from having endorsements posted on her LinkedIn page.

Yelp
It is recommended that Breya establish a Yelp page and start accumulating positive
reviews. Positive Yelp reviews will increase her credibility substantially and we recommend
starting by asking friends and family to leave reviews as well as give free services such as home
inspections in return for a positive review of using her service.

YouTube:
● We recommend creating a YouTube channel with the intent of informing individuals from
other States, cities, and countries about property value trends, lifestyle, Real estate
opportunities, tour different Parks, places of recreation, restaurants, malls, etc. We
recommend having a Silicon Valley VLOG because people who want to move here from
other countries or States will most likely look for videos touring the city on YouTube and
this would be a fantastic opportunity for Breya to proactively meet prospects at the
intersection of Prospect research. Additionally, will you recommend Breya to
Interview owners of local hot spots to give future residents a sense of familiarity,
entertainment, something to look forward to, and a valuable message in return
for their viewing time as well.
We recommend Breya using the following, and variations, of the following
YouTube tags:
Life in Silicon Valley, living in Silicon Valley, silicon valley real estate market,
silicon valley housing conditions, cost of living in Silicon Valley, how much does a house
cost from silicon Valley?, First time homebuyers in Silicon Valley, silicon valley real
estate trends, San Jose nightlife, life in Silicon Valley, is housing in Silicon Valley
affordable?, buying a house in Silicon Valley, first time ho

me buyer in San Jose, buying a house in San Jose, how to buy a home in San
Jose, things to do in San Jose, what is around San Jose?, San Jose real estate market,
what are houses is like in San Jose?, buying real estate in San Jose, buying a house in
San Jose

Instagram:
We recommend Breya to create a visually appealing lifestyle themed Instagram
account that encourages interaction by employing the following strategies:
● Ask for help and leave their solution in the comment section below.
● Create daily stories of her behind the scenes of life as a realtor of trying to get
leads. Demonstrate that she is doing everything she can to get leads, being
proactive, and ask her audience where she should go to get leads or if anyone
can send her any.
● Competitions and giveaways
Additionally, we suggest Breya using the following hashtags:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

#sanjoserealestate - 32k followers
#SiliconValleyLife - 65.1k
#Bayarearealestate - 253k followers
#SanJose
#SiliconValley
#SiliconValleyRealestate
#SiliconValleyHomes

Due to the short list of relevant hashtags, Instagram will shadow-ban Breya if
hashtags are not relevant/abused/, we recommend that she build an advocacy team
and hire nano influencers to promote her services. Additionally, we recommend that
she becomes friends, networks, and creates strategic partnerships with real estate
related experts. Furthermore, it is advised that Breya become friends with her
prospects on Instagram, build a trustworthy relationship with them, and ask them for

help with getting leads. It is recommended that she posts at 1:00 PM on Tuesdays and
Thursday.

Paid SEO Strategy:
We recommend Breya to use paid SEO as well as unpaid SEO. We recommend Breya to
use the following keywords for paid SEO, all of which use local modifiers.
●
●
●
●
●

“Best real estate agent in San Jose”
Real estate
real estate agents in san jose ca
san jose real estate agent
Silicon Valley+real+estate+agent

Unpaid SEO Strategy:
We recommend Breya having a website where she publishes three blog posts per week of
valuable content. Breya’s website already attracts 10,000 views per day and we find it
imperative that Breya continues to publish content, with high ranking and low competition
keywords, that prospects will find valuable. It is recommended that Breya publishes three blog
posts per week, 950 words per post, until she has 100 blog posts published. After Breya has 100
blog posts published we recommend that she updates three blog posts per week. We recommend
using the following keywords:
● Finding affordable property in Silicon Valley (2,243
monthly views, low competition)
● Housing in San Jose CA (3,231 monthly views, low
competition)
● Top dollar for real estate sellers in San Jose (2,718
monthly views, low competition)
● Houses for sale in San Jose for $700,000 (1,000 monthly
views, low competition)
● Homes in San Jose for sale (6,600 monthly views, low
competition)
An entire spreadsheet of unique keywords and metrics has been submitted to Breya via
email.

Marketing Budget and Suggested Spend Strategy
Breya’s marketing budget is $5,000 and we recommend the following budgeting strategy:
● When starting a new digital marketing campaign, we Recommend Breya t spend $5 first
to test how well-received the marketing campaign is by prospects. After Breya launches
the first marketing campaign for $5 we suggest she launch a second marketing campaign,
Is different from the first, to identify which one is higher converting. Once Breya
identifies the highest converting advertisement, Investing 5% of marketing budget into a
successful marketing campaign is within reason.
● It is suggested that Brea reinvest 4 to 8 percent of her gross revenue back into advertising
and 35% of her gross revenue into her marketing budget.
● It is recommended that Breya invest $110 to print out 5,000 high-quality postcard flyers
from The Flyer Lab, And pay somebody a reasonable daily wage, to distribute all 5,000
on foot in Cambran and Willow Glen over the course of five days. Do not hire somebody
to distribute the flyers door-to-door without you, they will throw the flyers away and say
that they did the work.

Angie (Angies List):
It is recommended that Brea establishes herself on Angie and encourages prospects,
family, friends, clients, etc. to leave positive reviews on her behalf.

Radio Advertising
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Appendices
Appendix #1: San Jose Is the city that currently has 1.1million residents. This article outlines
the statistics of San Jose residence, which equates to 1.1 million residents.

Appendix #2: This is a screenshot of Breya’s metrics and traffic. Braves website and
traffic is a strong and valuable asset for her success as a real estate agent.

Appendix #3: 87% of their real estate agents fail. Tom Ferry, who is considered an authority in
the real estate industry, says the National Association of Realtors reported that 87% of all new
real estate agents fail within five years.

Appendix #4 Gavin Newsom regulatory changes, four per units property

Appendix #5: Eastside San Jose Hispanic and collectivistic culture.
This article examines, and explains, the diverse culture of east side San Jose. With that
said, this article notes the Chicano and Vietnamese culture in east side San Jose, which are both
considered collectivistic cultures. Collectivistic cultures work together to improve the
conditions within their own group which makes it hard for outsiders to penetrate that market.

Appendix #6: Santa Clara County Census
The Santa Clara County census describes the demographic profile, The majority of which is
occupied by San Jose.

Appendix #7: Flyer Lab pricing
The flyer lab offers a service where they print out 5,000 high quality 4x6” Flyers for $120 plus
tax and shipping.
Appendix #8: Radio station advertising pricing

Appendix #9: Amount of active real estate agents in San Jose
This article details the amount of active real estate agents in San Jose California.

Appendix #9: Desirability Poll
This is a poll taken of fifty-three people, the majority of which indicated a strong interest and
desirability in Breya’s real estate service.

Appendix #10: Branding survey
This is a survey that was conducted to choose the branding colorway of Breya’s real estate
business.

Appendix #11: Slogan survey
These are the poll results of the recommended slogan for Breya’s real estate service.

